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Rosa Elena Zambrano
Celebrity of Radical Monsters "Monsters that dance to the beat I don't hear", 2021,

Bint Ceramcoat Acrylic, Pen Type 21g millennial 01, and FolkArt Glitterfic Acrylic Paint

SILENT AUCTION ITEM

Silent Auction item of the Camp Sol of the Deaf, Inc, 
for more information contact the Camp Sol office, csdnj2016@gmaill.com

ARTIST STATEMENT in VENEZUELAN SIGN LANGUAGE VIDEO

He presents us with his fears or inner monsters that do no harm if we do not allow it. He
recreates cartoons that he remembers from his childhood and thus captures them on
canvas, bottles... His hearing disability gives him access to a forbidden universe for many
of us: silence... his inner and viral sounds
 
"Silence is the most complete sound of all because it is like God: you don't hear it, you
don't see it, but it is within your own being”, says Rosa Zambrano.
 
In the review of her work, Rosa Zambrano reflects on knowing her world, and what
inspires and moves her. There are tunes that the speaking man cannot understand, they
cannot come out of those 7 musical notes that I do not hear but I perceive them, therefore
those of us who do not hear vibrate with the universe where everything is healthy. Of the
two main elements of music, melody, and rhythm, I can perfectly understand the second...
An open field to begin to understand other notes, other sounds. In the inner ear, I have a
musical thought without needing to hear it, I feel the sound body that lives the rhythm like
no one else. It's not loud, it doesn't hurt me. So I feel the silence to the rhythm of my own
body, the organs of my body have sounds... I touch my heart and there is music. I go to
the sea and that is when I understand that we are all the same under it. No one. Listen and
we become one”

Artist:                Rosa Zambrano
Year:                 2021
Medium:          Acrylic Bint Ceramcoat, Pen of 21G 
                         Milleniona 01 and Folkfit  Glitterfic
Dimensions:     14 in x 18 in
Value:               $200 USD 


